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About This Game

Enter a world where nothing is as it seems... and adventure knows no bounds!
Journey to an island world eerily tinged with mystery... where every rock, every scrap of paper, every fleeting sound holds a clue

to an ancient mystery. Enter, if you dare, a starkly beautiful landscape shrouded in intrigue and injustice. Only your wits and
imagination hold the power to unlock the shocking betrayal of ages past!

Lose yourself in fantastic virtual exploration, now more compelling than ever in the stunning Myst® Masterpiece Edition.
Breathtaking graphical realism blurs the line between fantasy and reality, challenging your wits, instincts, and powers of

observation like never before. The fantasy beckons... can you resist its call?
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I love this game. only if there was a black ops 2 mac edition. I don't have many hours on steam yet, not on Nether Resurrected
because 90% of my gametime was on the original nether client.

This is exactly like earlier Nether, but now it's owned by Fredaikis.

The game has already died twice, but I choose to recommend this because the game does have a HUGE potential and until now
the new devs have been incredibly active with updates so if they're able to keep it up, I'm optimistic there's a chance.

I find the game extremely enjoyable, because it's very unique in a way. It gives off a really dark atmosphere, while also offering
tons of fast paced play. And in the start the game will seem like a struggle, but as soon as you start getting kills, the game feels
quite rewarding.
Tho, there's still lots of bugs. Some small, some big, but again, they seem to be actively updating.
Also Id like to mention that this game is heavily focused on PvP where most people, me included, shoot on sight. You might
want to kill some monsters for items, but there's sadly not enough content for people to really focus on it. Players are what's
valuable.

EDIT:

I want to mention that after about 30 more hours I've made some pretty cool friends just through Nether.. Hey ! I am a youtuber
and bought the game and made a walkthrough ! I got this game just cause I liked the photos and the videos! I Loved it ! But I
would want some more gameplay and some more content the price is very low so if anyone that wants to play different for 30
mins should buy it !

Link : https://youtu.be/qI2yhc7pxY8. I can't get my pc mark to run. Very hard game yet is fun to play and the retro experience
is also very nice.. what do i do game doesnt work :( or game doesnt work only on windows 10 ?. The Invisible Hours is one of
my favorite games this year. Then again, it's right up my alley. It combines some of my favorite elements: free exploration with
deep character and plot development and lots of interesting surprises that completely throw you and change how you look at
everything. The game is full of twists and turns. While ultimately, you can see everything, in the moment gameplay centers
around pausing, rewinding, and fast forwarding time to be in different places at once. You are often pulled in many different
directions at once. There were usually so many interesting things going on that I had trouble deciding which to investigate first.
For me, that is the sign of a good game! We also both enjoyed the visual style, the voice acting and the setting. While the world
is practically non interactable, it is the characters and time itself that provide the puzzle. If you hate walking sims, don't play
this. If you like a juicy mystery and exploring to find crazy surprises, I highly recommend this game!. I've only played about 45
minutes of this game (collected 5/8 gold things), but I already love it. The art style, the music, the levels. It's great! My one
complaint is sometimes the camera doesn't follow you smoothly, sometimes it zooms in way too far when you are up against a
wall and is sometimes difficult to turn, which in turn makes platforming difficult.

I 100% recommend this game. I paid $4.99 and have gotten 45 minutes of entertainment out of it, and plan to get much, much
more!
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A+ for effort. Sports video games are the only thing I truly miss about console gaming. While I can spend a fair amount of time
with FIFA and NBA 2k, they aren't what I want to be honest. I want the NHL, I want the NFL, MLB, and NCAA football and
basketball. Axis 2017 brings us one step closer to having a great PC american football game.

Do not buy Axis Football if you want a perfect, Madden EA quality game. The playbooks are basic and quite limited, the
passing game is a bit wonky, franchise mode is nothing compared to an EA or 2k game, I really could go on for a while here.

That being said, I definitely recommend Axis Football 2017, and am quite happy with my purchase. (on sale for 17.99$. ) While
far from perfect, Axis has released a fun football game for PC gamers. This years game is a marked improvement over last
years offering. The developers really seem like they want to make the best football game possible, and I'm excited about what
the next version will look like. And if you don't like the non NFL teams in the base game, there are mods that give you lots of
options.

TL;DR?
It's far from perfect, but it beats a modded Madden 08. Mods in development, game constantly improving. If you want a
american foodball game on the PC, I suggest supporting these developers and their effort.. this is one of thows games that is for
ppl who liked the 13th hr and outher old pc games like that it is not long game and yes it is buggy but i payed $1.99 for it it is
worth it if you like the old games. Terrible game. There are many glitches and it destroyed my save file for no reason!. This
game isn't quite sure what it is. RPG and wargame... It tries to be similar to the Total War franchise in regards to its combat.
Unfortunately, a number of the units are unbalanced, and so the combat can take a lot longer than it should. It adds spells, which
I found to be an annoyance, as my archers were always literal lightning rods.
The overarching strategy seemed deficient as well, as there aren't many ways to get gold so tech, infrastructure and army all
suffer. It also limits the number of armies that you can have roaming around, so wandering armies just take over buildings of
mine, which admittedly didn't seem to affect me at all.
As far as the RPG factor goes, it again struggles. For some reason the player is fighting Irish demons. You don't get to see or use
King Arthur, and end up killing multiple knights of the round table. Other knights don't even appear, which would be
understandable for most, but they cut out Gawain, and left in Agravain? A lot of the leveling really didn't feel like it mattered
for heroes.
Overall, depending on what you want there are games which do what this game does, only much better. I can't recommend this
game.. Went in expecting shovelware. Came out pleasantly surprised by a unique twist on the puzzle platformer genre.
8.5/10. GIVE ME MY MONEY BACK!!!
The WORST GAME i bought this year. The graphics are from 1995 and the gameplay is boring like there is no tomorrow.
There is only 12 servers to play on, none of them under 140 ping and i'm on the US East Coast.
DO NO SPEND YOUR MONEY ON THIS, YOU WILL REGRET IT.
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